Swan Lake sets designed by New York City set designer Peter Dean Beck.

The Prologue set is a hard scenery unit which attaches to a rolling platform. Rothbart is standing on the rolling platform which has an escape stair to stage right. The unit has a hidden door in the painted stone wall for princess Odette to disappear and the swan Odette to appear. The unit is designed to play down stage in front of a traveler for a quick scene change.
Above: Act I drop without stage lighting. Act I palace exterior backdrop is designed as an outer border hung over a smaller backdrop which makes the design more flexible for different stage house sizes.

Above: Act I set design in performance with stage lighting
Above: Act II drop without stage lighting showing backdrop with outer tree border hung over the smaller lake backdrop for flexible use in stage houses. A moon box hangs behind the lake drop.

Below: Act II of Swan Lake in performance with stage lighting.
Above: Act II & IV Rothbart platform unit with attached painted rock scenery

Above: Act III interior palace design photographed without stage light showing backdrop with outer palace ceiling border hung over the smaller palace window backdrop for flexible use in stage houses. The window is a painted scrim. The rolling unit used in the prologue and as part of Rothbart’s rock unit is again used behind the window for Odette’s reveal in Act III.
SET PIECE INVENTORY:

Inventory: Set and scenic pieces

Prologue
1 Interior castle window hard scenery attaching to rolling platform unit

Act I
1 Palace Exterior Backdrop (2 drops combined)
3 Tree portals

Act II & IV
1 Lake drop (2 drops combined)
1 Lake tree portal
2 Tree portals (Same as Act I)
Rothbart rock scenery attaching to rolling platform unit
1 rock scenery unit (hard)

Act III
1 interior drop with scrim window (2 drops combined)
1 curtain portal

Set Piece
1 Balustrade (plays interior and exterior scenes)
1 throne dais with 2 thrones
4 benches (interior/exterior units)
1 table
6 vases with silk/paper flowers
3 small stools

A full set of Swan Lake costumes is also available for rent.